Abstract: Image fusion is a technique that integrate complimentary details from multiple input images such that the new image give more information and more suitable for the purpose of human visual perception. Major technical constraints like minimum data storage at satellite platform in space, less bandwidth for communication with earth station, etc. limits the satellite sensors from capturing images with high spatial and high spectral resolutions simultaneously. To overcome this limitation, image fusion has proved to be a potential tool in remote sensing applications which integrates the information from combinations of panchromatic, multispectral or hyperspectral images; intended to result in a composite image having both higher spatial and higher spectral resolutions. This paper presents new algorithm to fuse the multi-image in four steps. First discrete wavelet transform (DWT) for time to frequency conversion, feature extraction, feature selection based on LDA and finally classify the feature level fusion. Here LDA will select best feature of the multiple image to fuse the image.
Introduction
A wide variety of remotely sensed data products like panchromatic (PAN), multispectral (MS), hyperspectral (HS), synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery, etc. covering different parts of electromagnetic spectrum are made available by different earth observation satellites. These remote sensing data products are further processed and used for crop production forecast, forest cover and type mapping, mineral/oil exploration, weather prediction, watershed development and monitoring, urban sprawl mapping of major cities, disaster management, etc. are the flow of tasks in remote sensing image processing [1] [2] . For many of the applications listed, image analysis of only one source type is insufficient. For detail understanding of the observed earth surface, it is better to get complementary information from more than one sensor. Thus, image fusion becomes the best option to integrate information collected from different imaging sensors at different spectral, spatial, temporal and radiometric resolutions. Image fusion is a subset of more diverse research area ‗data fusion' which is defined as: -Data fusion is a formal framework in which are expressed means and tools for the alliance of data originating from different sources. It aims at obtaining information of greater quality; the exact definition of ‗greater quality' will depend upon the application‖ [3] . Image fusion takes place at three different levels.
Sparse representation of signals is now possible utilizing many different Greedy approaches including Matching Pursuit, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit. These techniques are used to represent signals with the fewest number of non-zero coefficients. Principal Component Analysis is one of the powerful state-of-theartimage fusion approaches in terms of visual inspection and quantitative evaluation metrics. This fusion is carried out by integrating the principal components of images to be fused. PCA is one of the special domain fusion approach [4] . DWT is one of the transform domain fusion approach. In DWT cost of computing is high and takes long compression time. Both PCA and Sparse fusion have specific advantages and disadvantages. PCA fusion will enhance the spatial quality but have dense nonzero entries that might represent uninformative features [3] [5] . Sparse fusion preserves important information but high spatial resolution is lacking. An algorithm which utilizes the advantages of both PCA and Sparse representation for fusing common and innovative features of the captured images is proposed. This algorithm also overcomes the disadvantages of both PCA and Sparse representation. The effectiveness of proposed method by comparing its results with PCA and Sparse Fusion is demonstrated [5] .
Pixel Level Image Fusion
Pixel-level image fusion is the lowest level of image fusion, where a new image is formed having pixel values obtained by combining the pixel values of different images through some algorithms under strict registration conditions. The new image keeps more raw data to provide rich and accurate image information which is further used for easy analysis and processing by feature extraction and classification. The image fusion at pixel level may be single sensor, multisensor or temporal image fusion, etc. Advantage of pixellevel image fusion is minimum loss of information, but it has the largest amount of information to be processed, thus slowest processing speed, and a higher demand for equipment [1] [2]. 
Feature Level Image Fusion

Decision Level Image Fusion
Decision-level fusion is a high-level fusion, and its results provide the basis for command and control decision making. In decision-level fusion, the images are processed separately. The processed information is then refined by combining the information obtained from different sources and the differences in information are resolved based on certain decision rules. In literature, two types of decision level fusion are observed. Here, classification from different types of classifiers for the same image may be combined to get better classification accuracies or two different complimentary sources like optical imagery and radar data can be classified separately and combined to produce a refined classification map. A variety of logical reasoning methods, statistical methods, information theory methods can be used for decision-level fusion, such as Bayesian reasoning, D-S (Dempster-Shafer) evidence reasoning, voting system, cluster analysis, fuzzy set theory, neural network , the entropy method and so on. Decision-level fusion has a good real-time and fault tolerance, but its pretreatment cost is higher. The data quantity of decisionlevel fusion is the smallest and its ability of anti-interference is the highest. The probability and reality of fused results are high and the performance of multi-sensor system is improved [1] [2].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents a brief review of some of the image fusion approaches published earlier. Section III is devoted to image fusion methods belonging to different approaches, providing a detailed description of some algorithms and dwt. Section IV describes the feature extraction and LDA feature selection. Section V quality metrics for the evaluation of image fusion performance based on two assessment procedures operating at reduced and full resolutions. Future scope and limitations of the research are discussed in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
Literature Review
To know the current state of art of image fusion in remote sensing, this section reviews some of the research papers published earlier. In a try to solve the problem of color distortion, Qizhi Xu et al. divides the pixels of PAN and MS images into several classes by kmeans algorithm followed by multiple regression to calculate summation weights on each group of pixels. It is also noticed that due to the nonlinear spectral response of satellite sensors, synthesis of low-resolution PAN image required in some methods cannot be well approximated resulting in color distortion [6] .
Other than fusion of MS with PAN image, fusion of MS with HS images is also seen in literature. Due to complexity and cost issues, MS and HS images have different resolutions with significantly lower spatial resolution than that of PAN images. HS remote sensing images have advantage of more information content due to large number of bands involved, but the same time its application has been constrained due to the narrow swath width. Thus, a fusion of HS and MS images is proposed many times. Miguel Simões et al. formulate this data fusion problem as the minimization of blur, additive noise, etc. promoting piecewise-smooth solutions. Author estimate a hard estimation problem in accounting different spatial resolutions, handling very large size of HS image together, etc. which is performed by following an Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) approach and using the Split Augmented Lagrangian Shrinkage Algorithm (SALSA). Here, a blind approach focusing the inherent data redundancy to achieve better results is followed. Xuejian Sun et al. proposes a spectral resolution enhancement method (SREM) for remotely sensed MS image, to generate wide swath HS images using auxiliary multi/hyper-spectral data [7] . Transformation matrices are generated followed by a spectral angle weighted minimum distance 
Image Fusion Methods
Pixel Level Image Fusion
Pixel-level image fusion is the lowest level of image fusion, where a new image is formed having pixel values obtained by combining the pixel values of different images through some algorithms under strict registration conditions. The new image keeps more raw data to provide rich and accurate image information which is further used for easy analysis and processing by feature extraction and classification. The image fusion at pixel level may be single sensor, multisensor or temporal image fusion, etc. Advantage of pixellevel image fusion is minimum loss of information, but it has the largest amount of information to be processed, thus slowest processing speed, and a higher demand for equipment [11] .
Average
It is a well-documented fact that regions of images that are in focus tend to be of higher pixel intensity. Thus, this algorithm is a simple way of obtaining an output image with all regions in focus. In this method the resultant fused image is obtained by taking the average intensity of corresponding pixels from both the input image [11] .
Select Maximum
The greater the pixel values the more in focus the image. Thus this algorithm chooses the in-focus regions from each input image by choosing the greatest value for each pixel, resulting in highly focused output. In this method, the resultant fused image is obtained by selecting the maximum intensity of corresponding pixels from both the input images [13] .
Select Minimum
In this method, the resultant fused image is obtained by selecting the minimum intensity of corresponding pixels from both the input images [13] . 
Feature Level Image Fusion
Feature-level fusion is intermediate level of image fusion where the features (edges, texture, shape, spectrum, angle or direction, speed, similar lighting area, similar depth of focus area, etc.) generally in statics are extracted from different images of the same geographical area by separate preprocessing [6] . The extracted features are combined to form an optimum feature set, further classified using statistical or other types of classifiers. Features from different source-images preprocessed using different schemes are combined to form a decision.
Here, correlative feature information is excavated, redundant features are eliminated and new compound features are established, increasing the degree of reliability of feature information. The requirement of sensor alignment in featurelevel fusion is less strict than pixel-level's. So, image sensors can be distributed in different platforms. The advantages of feature-level fusion are that it achieved considerable compression of information, it is conducive to real-time processing and its fusion results can further give the feature information for decision analysis. Here, the extracted features are directly related to the decision analysis [7] .
Intensity-Hue-Saturation (IHS)
The intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) method is a standard procedure in the area of image fusion having fast computing capability for fusing images. Digital images in computer are generally displayed by an additive color composite system using the three primary colors -red (R), green (G) and blue (B). Since, perception of colors to humans always recognize with three features -intensity (I), hue (H) and saturation (S), the IHS fusion method converts a color multispectral (MS) image from the RGB space into the IHS color space [34] . While the RGB is a rectangular coordinate system and IHS is a cylindrical coordinate system, the conversion is performed by rotation of axis from the orthogonal RGB system to a new orthogonal IHS system [15] . The intensity represents the overall brightness or luminance of the scene of any color, the hue component refers to dominant wavelength of the light contributing to the scene and saturation component describes its purity. Most literature recognizes IHS as a third-order method because it employs a 3×3 matrix in its transform kernel. The appearance of the panchromatic (PAN) image is similar to the intensity band of an IHS representation of the scene. Therefore, during fusion i.e. pan-sharpening, the MS image is projected onto the IHS color space and the intensity band is replaced by the PAN image. The fusion output can then be obtained by the reverse IHS transform [36] . The steps in IHS method are given below, where the equations (10), (11), (12) give mathematical interpretations of forward transformation while equation (13) gives IHS reverse transformation.
1) The low resolution MS imagery is co-registered to the same area as the high resolution PAN imagery and resampled to the same resolution as the PAN imagery. It is generally performed using bi-cubic interpolation.
2) The three resampled bands of the MS imagery, which represent the RGB space are transformed into IHS components. It is mathematically represented as followsWhere, V1 and V2 are intermediate variables.
3. The PAN imagery is histogram matched to the ‗I' component. This is done in order to compensate for the spectral differences between the two images, which occurred due to different sensors or different acquisition dates and angles.
The intensity component of MS imagery is replaced by the histogram matched PAN imagery. The RGB of the new merged MS imagery is obtained by computing a reverse IHS to RGB transform. Following equation gives IHS inverse transform.
Decision Level Image Fusion
Decision-level fusion is a high-level fusion, and its results provide the basis for command and control decision making. In decision-level fusion, the images are processed separately. The processed information is then refined by combining the information obtained from different sources and the differences in information are resolved based on certain decision rules. In literature, two types of decision level fusion are observed. Here, classification from different types of classifiers for the same image may be combined to get better classification accuracies or two different complimentary sources like optical imagery and radar data can be classified separately and combined to produce a refined classification map. A variety of logical reasoning methods, statistical methods, information theory methods can be used for decision-level fusion, such as Bayesian reasoning, D-S (Dempster-Shafer) evidence reasoning, voting system, cluster analysis, fuzzy set theory, neural network , the entropy method and so on. Decision-level fusion has a good real-time and fault tolerance, but its pretreatment cost is higher. The data quantity of decisionlevel fusion is the smallest and its ability of anti-interference is the highest. The probability and reality of fused results are high and the performance of multi-sensor system is improved. Accompanied image fusion schemes at three different levels [3] [5].
Wavelet Transform based Methods:
A ‗wavelet' as its name implies is a small wave that grows and decays essentially in a limited time period. Its use as wavelet transform is an extension of Fourier transform in many aspects and has been successfully used in image fusion. The signal here is projected on a set of wavelet functions to get best resolution without altering the spectral contents of the image. This multi-resolution approach is suited to different resolutions, which allows the image decomposition in different kinds of coefficients. The coefficients from different images are combined to form new coefficients, which after inverse transformation gives fused image [15] . It provides good resolution in both time and frequency domains. It is also found to have advantages over pyramid methods in terms of increased directional information, no blocking artifacts, better signal to noise ratios and improved perception A function can be called a wavelet if it satisfies two basic properties:
Feature Extraction
In machine learning, pattern recognition and in image processing, feature extraction starts from an initial set of measured data and builds derived values (features) intended to be informative and non-redundant, facilitating the subsequent learning and generalization steps, and in some cases leading to better human interpretations. Feature extraction is related to dimensionality reduction.
When the input data to an algorithm is too large to be processed and it is suspected to be redundant (e.g. the same measurement in both feet and meters, or the repetitiveness of images presented as pixels), then it can be transformed into a reduced set of features (also named a features vector). This process is called feature extraction. The extracted features are expected to contain the relevant information from the input data, so that the desired task can be performed by using this reduced representation instead of the complete initial data.
One very important area of application is image processing, in which algorithms are used to detect and isolate various desired portions or shapes (features) of a digitized image or video stream. It is particularly important in the area of optical character recognition.
Low-level  Edge detection  Corner detection  Blob detection  Ridge detection
LDA Feature Selection
In practice, LDA for dimensionality reduction would be just another preprocessing step for a typical machine learning or pattern classification task.
Step 1: Computing the d-dimensional mean vectors:
In this first step, we will start off with a simple computation of the mean vectors m i , (i = 1,2,3) of the 3 different flower classes:
Step 2: Computing the Scatter Matrices: Now, we will compute the two 4x4-dimensional matrices:
The within-class and the between-class scatter matrix.
Within-class scatter matrix S W
The within-class scatter matrix S W is computed by the following equation:
Where (Scatter matrix for every class) and m i is the mean vector Alternatively, we could also compute the class-covariance matrices by adding the scaling factor "1 / (N-1)" to the within-class scatter matrix, so that our equation becomes Where N i is the sample size of the respective class (here: 50), and in this particular case, we can drop the term (N i -1 ) since all classes have the same sample size.
However, the resulting Eigenspaces will be identical (identical eigenvectors, only the eigenvalues are scaled differently by a constant factor).
The between-class scatter matrix S B is computed by the following equation:
Wherem is the overall mean, and m i and N i are the sample mean and sizes of the respective classes.
Step 3: Solving the generalized eigenvalue problem for the matrix S W -1 S B: Next, we will solve the generalized eigenvalue problem for the matrix S W -1 S B to obtain the linear discriminants.
After this decomposition of our square matrix into eigenvectors and eigenvalues, let us briefly recapitulate how we can interpret those results. As we remember from our first linear algebra class in high school or college, both eigenvectors and eigenvalues are providing us with information about the distortion of a linear transformation:
The eigenvectors are basically the direction of this distortion, and the eigenvalues are the scaling factor for the eigenvectors that describing the magnitude of the distortion.
If we are performing the LDA for dimensionality reduction, the eigenvectors are important since they will form the new axes of our new feature subspace; the associated eigenvalues are of particular interest since they will tell us how "informative" the new "axes" are.
Let us briefly double-check our calculation and talk more about the eigenvalues in the next section.
Checking the eigenvector-eigenvalue calculation:
A quick check that the eigenvector-eigenvalue calculation is correct and satisfy the equation:
Step 4: Selecting linear discriminants for the new feature subspace
Sorting the eigenvectors by decreasing eigenvalues
Remember from the introduction that we are not only interested in merely projecting the data into a subspace that improves the class reparability, but also reduces the dimensionality of our feature space, (where the eigenvectors will form the axes of this new feature subspace).
However, the eigenvectors only define the directions of the new axis, since they have all the same unit length 1.
So, in order to decide which eigenvector(s) we want to drop for our lower-dimensional subspace, we have to take a look at the corresponding eigenvalues of the eigenvectors. Roughly speaking, the eigenvectors with the lowest eigenvalues bear the least information about the distribution of the data, and those are the ones we want to drop. The common approach is to rank the eigenvectors from highest to lowest corresponding eigenvalue and choose the top k eigenvectors.
Choosing k eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues:
After sorting the eigenpairs by decreasing eigenvalues, it is now time to construct our d×k-dimensional eigenvector matrix W (here: 4×2: based on the 2 most informative eigenpairs) and thereby reducing the initial 4-dimensional feature space into a 2-dimensional feature subspace.
Step 5: Transforming the samples onto the new subspace:
In the last step, we use the 4×2-dimensional matrix W that we just computed to transform our samples onto the new subspace via the equation Y = X × W (where X is an n×d-dimensional matrix; the ith row represents the ith sample, and Y is the transformed n×k-dimensional matrix with the n samples projected into the new subspace). 
Experimental Results
Mean Square Error (MSE)
The mathematical equation of MSE is given byWhere, A is the reference image, B is the fused image to be assessed,i is the pixel row index,j is the pixel column index, m is number of rows and n is number of columns.
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
The RMSE is another standard measure of difference between the reference image and the fused image given by Where, and are the image pixel values of the reference image and the fused image respectively. M X N is the image size. Greater the RMSE, higher the difference between reference and fused image will be. The main drawback of RMSE is that errors in each band are not related to the mean value of the band itself. 
Peak to Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
PSNR is the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. The PSNR measure is given by
Where, B is the reference image, B'is the fused image to be assessed, i is the pixel row index, j is the pixel column index, M is number of rows and N is the number of columns. 
Conclusion
Thus our proposed new algorithm is proved its performance in theoretically and practically in experimental result. The result shows the accuracy by using the LDA feature selection.All the limitations of existing image fusion methods including color distortion for the above said reason gives motivation for development of new improved image fusion method which will compensate these limitations. Thus our proposed algorithm is proved.
